
Lore Card 014  “tradition in the twister corps”

or wherever rich kids went. Magnesium wouldn’t light up like that in a twister anyway. 
 Shrive took another bite from his pemmican, chewing it slowly and dramatically to draw this 
guy’s stories out taller. 
 “Once them golems got spiked, they caught fire too. They did! You should have seen me smacking 
the ramships and infantry back and forth with their own flaming golems like a whip. Was glorious!” He 
laughed at himself, mimicking a whip. This guy was unbelievable! Golems were made of morphium, 
which doesn’t even burn. 
 “You ever ride one yourself?” Shrive sprung his trap. It was inevitable now, the funniest thing a 
seasoned Twister Corpsman can do to braggart jackasses like this. And it was hilarious. 
 The little guy frowned, “Who hasn’t. Don’t need to do it again to show you.”
 “Right.” Shrive walked away. The young officer knew word would spread, doubt that he’d ridden 
the twisters himself. He’d eventually either have to do it in front of them all, or he’d have to shut his 
mouth and accept relentless hounding from the crews. 
 “I don’t have to prove nothing to you!” The little fellow shouted back. 
 Shrive grinned, unseen by anyone. 
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 “I ripped a fellow apart once, with 
one of my twisters. You ever do that?”
 Shrive only chewed his pemmican 
bar, eyeing the younger officer. They 
were both with the Twister Corps, and 
commanded vortex engine field crews 
able to launch and steer tornadoes with 
computronium entrained inside the 
swirling winds. That meant tornadoes that 
could think, could see, could access the 
Datastream feed and know their targets. 
This short pale little punk with soft hands 
and crafted hair, however, hadn’t likely 
done anything he said he had.
 “I entrained magnesium spikes in 
a little skirmish in Doniphan a few years 
back.” The younger officer was really 
building up some momentum with his 
nonsense here, and Shrive let him. “Set 
the whole twister on fire with a match in 
my very own hand. Just like this.” 
 He rubbed his finger and thumb 
together and held his hand up to his side, 
posing the way he probably had in his 
bedroom as a kid when he imagined this 
fairy tale the first time. Shrive had been 
at Doniphan during the Golem Bandit 
Raids, the only possible conflict there this 
guy could be talking about where twisters 
were used since The War Of The Rupture. 
The Raids were a decade ago, when the 
little guy was in some kind of prep school.


